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                    Questions: 1-20 
 

1. A class defined with in another class is named as  

a) Inheritance     

b) Nested     

c) Container class     

d) encapsulation  

  

2. What is simplest way of implementing a graph in c or c++  

a) Associative lists      

b) Both adjacency matrix and associative list              

c) None of these   

d) Adjacency matrix  

 

 3. Suppose f(A,B)=A'+B. Simplified expression for function f(f(x+y,y),z) is :  

A. x'+z    

B. xyz    

C. xy'+z    

D.  None of the mention options  

4. The number of control lines for a 8-to-1 multiplexer is:  

 A. 3   

 B. 4    

 C. 2    

 D. 5  
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5. Consider following given code and predict its output.  

           main()  

          {  

                    int num[ ] = {1,4,8,12,16};  

                          int *a,*b;  

                          int i;  

                          a=num;  

                           b=num+2;  

                            i=*a+1;  

                           printf("%d,%d,%d\n",i,*a,*b);  

          }  

A. 2, 1, 8    

B. 4, 1, 8       

C. 4, 4 ,8    

D. 2, 4, 8  

 

6. Stack is useful for implementing:  

A. recursion    

B. depth first search    

C. both (A) & (B)     

D. breadth first search  
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7. HUB is a _______ device and switch is a ________ device.  

 A. multicast,unicast    

B. multicast,broadcast         

C. broadcast,unicast   

D. broadcast,multicast  

  

8. What is the binary equivalent of the number 368?    

a.111100000  

b.111010000  

c.101110000  

d.110110000  

9. What will be the output of the following loop?  

#include<stdio.h>  

main()  

{  

While(Printf(“%d”,    printf(“az”)))  

Printf(“by”);  

}  

a. None of these     

b. it gives syntax error       

c. it will print azbyazbyazbyazby…       

d. it will print azbybyby…  
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10. Which of the following combinations of the variables x,y,z makes the variable ‘a’ get the 

value 4  

in the following expression?  

A=(x>y)?((x>z)?x:z):( (y>z)?y:z)  

a. x=3;y=4;z=2        

b. x=6;y=5;z=3        

 c. x=5;y=4;y=5       

d. x=6;y=3;z=5  

  

11. Press the enter key in all of the circumstances except…………  

a. to insert a blank line into a document     

b. to begin a new paragraph  

c. when the insertion point reaches the right margin    

d. in response to certain word commands  

 

12. What is Extended ASCII TABLE?  

 

13. Mozilla Firefox is a/an  

 

14.  ------------ helps in capturing the data and entering into computer system.  

  

15. Secret key encryption is also known as ----------  
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16. what will be the output of the following c code?  

#include<stdio.h>  

Int main()  

{  

Int a =0,b=1,c=2;  

*(  (  a+1==1) ?  &b  :  &a)= a?   b  :  c;  

Printf(“%d, %d, %d \n” a , b, c ;)  

return 0;  

}  

a. 0, 1, 2    

b. 2, 2, 2    

c. 0, 2, 2    

d. 1, 1, 2  

17. The following fragment of c program will print?  

char c[  ] = “DATA1234”  

char * P = C;  

printf (“%S” P+P[3]-P[1]);  

a.DATA1234     

b.234     

c.1234    

d.A1234  
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18. A class defined with in another class is named as  

a) Inheritance     

b) Nested     

c) Container class     

d)encapsulation  

  

19. What is simplest way of implementing a graph in c or c++  

a) Associative lists      

b) Both adjacency matrix and associative list              

c) None of these   

d) Adjacency matrix  

  

20. Which of the OSI model is responsible for compression and decompression?  

a) Presentation layer      

b) Transport layer     

c) Application layer               

d) Session layer  
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